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THE ADVANCED METEOROLOGICAL SOUNDING SYSTEM
Kenneth Wood 
Motorola Incorporated, Scottsdale, Arizona
Introduction
In a program sponsored by the Air Force 
Cambridge Research Laboratories, Motorola 
has developed an Advanced Meteorological 
Sounding System (AMSS) for the purpose of 
measuring meteorological parameters at alti­ 
tudes up to 150,000 feet. Although some 
modifications have been made in the current 
measuring equipment, the techniques used to­ 
day are still predominantly those used twenty 
years ago.
It was the purpose of the AMSS to update the 
present system with particular emphasis on 
improved reliability, decreased operating costs 
and increased accuracies. As opposed to the 
present ground based meteorological tracking 
system, the AMSS provides a smaller and 
lighter radiosonde, improved ranging and tele­ 
metry accuracies, higher data rates including 
a continuous data channel, unambiguous ranging 
to 580 kilometers, digitized output data and. a 
solid state design throughout. Nearly all the 
techniques applied to the AMSS have been the 
result of concepts developed on the various 
space programs and some of the specific items 
which find application in the meteorological 
program include high power (30 watts) solid 
state UHF transmitters, narrow band phase 
lock receivers, stripline filters, a pseudo 
random noise ranging system, stable low cost 
oscillators - both crystal and multivibrator, 
low cost/low group delay receivers, automatic 
system acquisition including anti-sideband lock 
circuitry, PAM/FM telemetry accuracies of 
better than 0. 25%, and use of integrated circuits. 
Within this paper is outlined the Advanced 
Meteorological Sounding System (AMSS) and the 
use of the above concepts in development of such 
a system. It is not the intent here to cover 
these concepts in a rigorous technical manner, 
but rather outline their use as applied to the 
AMSS system. The research reported in this 
paper was sponsored by the Air Force Cam­ 
bridge Research Laboratories, Office of Aero­ 
space Research, under Contract AF 19(628)- 
4215 but the report does not necessarily reflect 
endorsement by the sponsor.
Design Objectives
The objective of the AMSS was to develop a 
ground based meteorological sounding system 
which would effectively use modern design 
techniques in the gathering of accurate meteo­
rological data. The system evaluation did not 
include any study of the meteorological sensors, 
airborne vehicles (balloons or rockets), or 
final data processing equipment. In selecting 
a system configuration the following guidelines 
were used:
1. The system design should favor tech­ 
niques which reduce operating complexity and 
minimize maintenance and technical obsoles­ 
cence. Design mechanization should include 
maximum utilization of solid state and inte­ 
grated circuits.
2. The design should emphasize simplifi­ 
cation of the flight expendable radiosonde and 
make use of techniques which would reduce 
cost, weight, and power consumption.
3. The ground equipment should be de­ 
signed with adequate performance margins to 
achieve long life and maximum reliability.
4. The system performance should exceed 
that presently available from the existing 
AN/GMD-2 system.
The above guidelines represent some of the 
qualitative design goals and some of the more 
specific requirements are shown in Table I.
Summary
In keeping with the program objectives a 
study was conducted to develop a system which 
would reflect as many of the current design 
capabilities as possible. During the initial 
stages of the program a number of trade 
studies were made in an attempt to arrive at 
the optimum system configuration. At the 
conclusion of this synthesis and analysis period 
certain portions of the system were implemen­ 
ted. This included both the radiosonde and 
ground equipment, and after a laboratory 
evaluation a number of balloon borne flight 
tests were made. These tests were primarily 
concerned with the range and telemetry func­ 
tions in which overall system performance 
was demonstrated. Although a number of con­ 
figurations are possible, that which was 
selected is shown in a simplified block diagram 
in Figure 1. Some of the more significant 
system characteristics are shown in Table II 
and although this table may briefly describe 
the proposed system, it is of interest to com­ 
pare this with the systems that are currently
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TABLE I 
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
MAXIMUM ALTITUDE - BALLOONS 
MAXIMUM ALTITUDE - ROCKETS 
MAXIMUM SLANT RANGE 
UPLINK FREQUENCY BAND 
DOWNLINK FREQUENCY BAND 
MEASUREMENT PARAMETERS
ACCURACY REQUIREMENTS 
RANGE
ANGLE TRACKING 
TELEMETRY
FLIGHT EXPENDABLE PACKAGE 
COST 
WEIGHT
TELEMETRY CHANNELS 
DATA RATE 
PEAK RF POWER
46 KILOMETERS
200 KILOMETERS
300 KILOMETERS
403 MHz ±3 MHz
1680 MHz ±20 MHz
SLANT RANGE
ELEVATION ANGLE
AZIMUTH ANGLE
FOUR (4) TELEMETRY CHANNELS
TIME
THERMAL NOISE: <25 FT RMS 
CPE (MAX RANGE): 150 FEET 
0.02 DEGREES 
0.1% OF FULL SCALE
MINIMUM (IN THE $50.00 CLASS) 
LESS THAN 4 LBS 
FOUR - ONE CONTINUOUS 
MAXIMUM OF ONE CHANNEL PER SEC 
300 MILLIWATTS
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TABLE II 
SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
MAXIMUM SLANT RANGE
UPLINK FREQUENCY
UPLINK POWER
UPLINK DATA
UPLINK MODULATION FORM
RADIOSONDE RECEIVER TYPE
RADIOSONDE OUTPUT POWER
RADIOSONDE TRANSMITTER TYPE
DOWN LINK DATA
DOWNLINK MODULATION FORM
GROUND RECEIVER TYPE 
SYSTEM ACQUISITION TIME 
INFORMATION
RANGE RESOLUTION 
RANGING SYSTEM 
TELEMETRY RESOLUTION 
OUTPUT DATA FORM
300 KM
400-406 MHz
30 WATTS
RANGE
FM AT INDEX OF 0.7
SUPERHETERODYNE
35 MILLIWATTS
CRYSTAL MULTIPLIER
RANGE & TELEMETRY
PM
PHASE LOCKED
< 10 SEC
TIME
ANTENNA POINTING ANGLES
SLANT RANGE
TELEMETRY - 3 TIME SHARED CHAN 
1 CONTINUOUS CHAN
5 FT - UNAMBIGUOUS TO 580 KM 
BI-PHASE PRN 
0.02% OF FULL SCALE 
PUNCHED TAPE
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Figure 1. AMSS Block Diagram
operating in the field. This is done in Table 
III in which the AMSS is compared to the pre­ 
sent AN/AMQ-9. These two systems differ in 
a number of areas but probably the most notice­ 
able is in the radiosonde configuration and 
ranging system. Both of these modifications 
have been made possible through the use of 
design concepts developed on the various space 
programs and it is anticipated that as time 
passes an even heavier utilization of such 
techniques will be employed.
System Configuration
A simplified block diagram of the AMSS is 
shown in Figure 1. As outlined in Table I, the 
primary measurement parameters are slant 
range, antenna angle data, time, and four tele­ 
metry channels. The telemetry data may con­ 
sist of temperature, humidity, pressure, or 
whatever is desired. From the above raw data 
suitable processing will allow computation of 
such meteorological information as winds aloft, 
altitude, temperature and humidity profiles, 
air densities, refraction indices and so forth.
The uplink signal consists of a 403 MHz 
carrier which is frequency modulated with a 
PRN ranging signal. The maximum transmit 
power is 30 watts in which the actual level is 
controlled by the receiver AGC. Such a coarse 
control limits the signal range over which the 
transponder must operate and this in turn aids 
in decreasing the group delay variations within 
the radiosonde. The transmitter output is fed 
to the antenna system, which radiates the signal 
to the radiosonde.' The transponder, operating 
as a superheterodyne receiver, converts the 
403 MHz received carrier to a 17 MHz IF. This 
is then applied to a standard discriminator which 
detects the range signals and PM modulates the 
downlink carrier. In addition to the ranging 
signal, two telemetry subcarriers are also 
modulated on the downlink carrier. One of 
these subcarriers is used to transmit continu­ 
ous telemetry channel data while the other sub- 
carrier contains time shared telemetry infor­ 
mation. The downlink carrier operates at a 
nominal 1680 MHz and 35 milliwatts with a 
spectrum as shown in Figure 1. At the ground 
terminal this signal is received and autotracked
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TABLE III 
SYSTEM COMPARISON TABLE
ITEM AN/AMQ-9 AMSS
SONDE RECEIVER SENSITIVITY 
SONDE RECEIVER TYPE 
SONDE RECEIVER SELECTIVITY 
SONDE TRANSMIT POWER 
SONDE TRANSMIT FREQUENCY
SONDE FREQUENCY STABILITY
DOWNLINK MODULATION FORM
RANGING SYSTEM
ALLOWABLE RANGE ERROR (SONDE)
UNAMBIGUOUS RANGE
RANGE RESOLUTION
RANGE EXTR CONSTRUCTION
TELEMETRY FORM
TELEMETRY CHANNELS
FRAME RATE
COMMUTATOR CONSTRUCTION
SONDE WEIGHT
SONDE POWER REQUIREMENTS
50 MV OR -73 DBM @ 50 OHMS
SUPERREGENERATIVE
3 DB BANDWIDTH: 60 MHz
300 MILLIWATTS
TUNABLE 1660-1700 MHz
±4 MHz
FM
81.94 KHz TONE
560 FEET
115 MILES
3 FEET
ELECTRO-MECHANICAL
BLOCKING OSCILLATOR
TWO TIME SHARED
ONE PER 20 SECONDS
MECHANICAL
925 GRAMS LESS BATTERY
7.58 WATTS
-96 DBM
SUPERHETERODYNE 
IF BANDWIDTH: 300 KHz 
35 MILLIWATTS
CRYSTAL SELECTION FROM 
1668-1692 MHz
±75 KHz
PM
64 KHz ® PN
±100 FEET
365 MILES
5 FEET
ELECTRONIC
TWO SUBCARRIERS
ONE CONTINUOUS 
THREE TIME SHARED
ONE PER SECOND 
SOLID STATE
705 GRAMS LESS BATTERY 
3.4 WATTS
by the antenna system. The sum channel signal 
is fed to the Phase Locked Receiver which is a 
double conversion, superheterodyne receiver 
with intermediate frequencies of 50 MHz and 10 
MHz. The receiver then demodulates the input 
signal and provides baseband range information 
to the Range Extractor and subcarrier telemetry 
information to the Telemetry Extractor. The 
slant range is obtained by measuring the time 
delay between the transmission of the range 
code and reception of this same code signal. 
The elapsed time is computed in a Time Interval 
Counter which allows range resolution measure­ 
ments of 4. 9 feet. The output range data is then 
digitally recorded and transferred to the data 
processor. The telemetry information is 
generated in the transponder through appropriate 
sensors and is received at the ground station 
in the same manner as the range signal. How­ 
ever, in the Telemetry Extractor the process 
is somewhat different in that the detector is an 
FM discriminator in which the output amplitude 
is a measure of the sensor condition. The 
analog output data is then applied to a digital 
voltmeter which converts the analog informa­ 
tion to a digital format and transfers this data 
to the Data Processor. The Data Processor 
then accepts, converts, and stores tracking 
data, meteorological data and time data obtained 
during the flight of a radiosonde and produces a 
punched paper tape output suitable for trans­ 
mission over standard teletype lines.
Link Calculations
In Table IV is shown the system link calcu­ 
lations which describe system operation at 
maximum range. As in any system a number of 
trade-offs must be considered. However, one 
of the overriding requirements is that in the 
design of the radiosonde, maximum simplicity 
must be employed at the expense of ground 
system complexity. For this reason the radio­ 
sonde antenna gain is low and the power output 
is as low as practically possible. Although the 
link calculations indicate a comfortable system 
pad, this must be tempered with the knowledge 
that on overhead passes with a vertically 
polarized antenna on the transponder, signal 
dropout is quite possible and system pads of 
10 db are not unrealistic. As shown in Table IV 
a balance exists between the uplink signal and 
the downlink telemetry data. Certainly the up­ 
link margin could be increased by some 3 db if 
the IF bandwidth were narrower. However, 
this will also increase the group delay variations 
within the radiosonde and the selected operating 
bandwidth is a compromise between these two 
effects.
Modulation
In selecting the modulation form for the up­ 
link and downlink data a number of possibilities 
exist. However, for this system the selection
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Table IV. Link Calculations At Maximum Range
Uplink
Transmit Power (30 watts) 
Free Space Path Loss (300 km) 
Grpund Antenna Gain 
Radiosonde Antenna Gain
Sub -Total
Minimum Received Signal 
Received Noise Power Density 
Receiver Noise Figure 
Received Noise Power Density (PN) 
IF Bandwidth (2# )
IF Noise Power (PN+10 log 
IF Signal/Noise Threshold 
IF Signal Threshold 
Minimum Received Signal 
Uplink Margin
Downlink
Transmit Power (35 milliwatts) 
Free Space Path Loss (300 km) 
Radiosonde Antenna Gain 
Ground Antenna Gain
_LO
Sub -Total
Minimum Received Signal
Input Noise Power Density
Receiver Noise Figure
Receiver Noise Power Density (PN)
45. 0 dbm
3. 0 db
0 db
48. 0 dbm
-174. 0 dbm/Hz
-166. 0 dbm/Hz 
470. 0 kHz
15.4 dbm
0. db 
24. 0 db 
39.4 dbm
-174. 0 dbm/Hz
-166.0 dbm/Ha
Carrier Loop Margin
Carrier Loop Bandwidth (2/3 ) 1500 Hz
Carrier Loop Noise Power (PN+10 log 2/? )
Carrier Loop S/N Threshold
Carrier Loop Signal Threshold
Carrier Signal Suppression
Minimum Received Carrier Level
Carrier Link Margin
- 86 dbm
-109. 3 dbm
- 99. 3 dbm
- 86. 0 dbm 
13. 3 db
-106. 6 dbm
-134.2 dbm
-129.2 dbm
-109- 9 dbm 
19.3 db
134.0 db
134.0 db
8. 0 db
10. 0 db
146.0 db
146.0 db
8. 0 db
5. 0 db
3. 3 db
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Table IV. Link Calculations At Maximum Range (cont)
Ranging System
Range Loop Bandwidth (2/3 )
J_jC_)
Range Loop Noise Power (PN+10 log 20 )
LO
Range Loop S/N Threshold (for 25 ft. error) 
Range Loop Signal Threshold 
Range Signal Suppression 
Minimum Received Range Signal 
Range Signal Link Margin
2. 0 Hz
-163. 0 dbm
-132.2 dbm
-115. 5 dbm 
16. 7 db
30. 8 db
8.9 db
Telemetry System
Telemetry Pre-Detection Bandwidth (2/? )LO
Telemetry Channel Noise Power 
(PN+10 log 2£ LO )
Telemetry Channel Signal/Noise Threshold 
Telemetry Signal Threshold 
Telemetry Signal Suppression 
Minimum Received Telemetry Signal 
Telemetry Signal Link Margin
500 Hz
-139. 0 dbm
-129. 0 dbm
-115. 5 dbm 
13.5 db
10. 0 db
8.9 db
is most strongly influenced by the relative com­ 
plexity of the radiosonde. For the downlink it 
would be highly desirable to use narrow band 
ground receivers since data rates are slow 
enough to allow such a consideration. With 
relatively narrow band ground equipment the 
radiosonde output power may be minimized, 
thus resulting in a simple transmitter in the 
radiosonde. It is also important that the trans­ 
mit frequency have sufficient stability to elimi­ 
nate long acquisition times in the ground receiver. 
Since economical and reliable crystals are now 
available and since the use of narrow band phase 
lock receivers has proven itself in numerous 
programs, such a design was employed here. 
Thus phase modulation was selected for the 
downlink data transfer in which an output power 
of 35 milliwatts using a crystal oscillator will 
result in the link margins shown in Table IV. 
For the uplink a simple receiver with low group 
delay variations should be utilized in the radio­ 
sonde. Again, economics plays a key role in the 
selection of a radiosonde receiver and the deci­ 
sion to use a simple FM receiver was based on 
two primary considerations. First, the expense 
of providing a high gain AGC system in the trans - 
ponder rules out amplitude modulation on the 
uplink. Secondly, if a radiosonde receiver were 
to use a phase locked receiver or some form of
threshold extension FM receiver, the cost would 
be prohibitive. Since solid state ground trans­ 
mitters using stripline techniques and providing 
adequate output power have been developed such 
a design was utilized in the AMSS. Shown in 
Figure 2 are the uplink and downlink spectrums 
in which the uplink is FM, the downlink is PM 
and the modulation indices are 0. 7 radians for 
the uplink ranging and for each downlink tele­ 
metry subcarrier and the downlink ranging 
signal.
System Acquisition
Since the ground receiver is narrow band 
relative to the expected receive frequency un­ 
certainties, some form of acquisition must be 
employed. This is accomplished in the same 
manner as a majority of the existing tracking 
systems in that the carrier loop VCO is swept 
until acquisition is obtained. The sweep rate 
is approximately given as f = .2 /?L^ where f 
is the sweep rate in Hz/sec and $!_, is the loop 
noise bandwidth in Hz. Then for a given noise 
bandwidth the acquisition or sweep time is 
directly proportional to the frequency difference 
between the downlink carrier and the receiver 
L. O. However, as the downlink power is de­ 
creased the required carrier bandwidth is
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Figure 2. Uplink and Downlink Spectrum
decreased proportionally and the acquisition 
time will increase by the square of the band­ 
width change. Consequently some compromise 
is required and with a transmit power of 35 
milliwatts, a ground receiver carrier bandwidth 
(/?L) of 750 Hz, and a frequency uncertainty of 
Hh 1 50 kHz, the acquisition time will be on the 
order of 4. 0 seconds maximum. In the ranging 
system, bandwidth restrictions limit PN sweep 
rates to 10 bits per second. With a code length 
of 31 bits the maximum acquisition time will 
then be 3. 1 seconds. The telemetry sync loop has 
a bandwidth and acquisition time comparable to 
the ranging system and since the carrier loop 
must acquire first and then the ranging and 
telemetry acquire in parallel the total acquisi­ 
tion time is on the order of 7. 1 seconds maxi­ 
mum. For the ranges considered here path trans­ 
mission times are negligible.
Ranging System
In measuring slant range there are a num­ 
ber of methods which will accomplish this 
purpose. The three outstanding systems are 
a radar range measuring system, a PN 
(pseudo noise) ranging system, and a tone 
ranging system. All three systems have been 
used extensively in various phases of the space 
program. The advantage of the radar system 
is the simplicity of the radiosonde since a 
passive corner reflector may be substituted
for the receiver in the radiosonde. The 
principal disadvantage of such a system is the 
high transmit power required at the ground 
stations. If radar systems are available for 
such use then it is desirable to take advantage 
of this condition. However, where such is not 
the case a range system using tones or PN is 
more desirable. For the AMSS system a PN 
ranging-system was selected. As opposed to 
the tone system a PN ranging provides con­ 
siderable jamming immunity, and for distant 
ranging, extremely low frequencies are not 
required. In reality the system selected is a 
hybrid PN ranging system which utilizes a 
resolution range tone and a short PN sequence 
for ambiguity resolution. Although the code 
used here is much simpler than that used in 
many space programs, the operation is much' 
the same. For example, referring to Figure 
3 a 64 kHz sine wave is bi-phase modulated at 
an 8 kilobit rate. That is, after each eight 
(8) cycles of the 64 kHz range tone a decision 
is made as to whether to change the phase by 
180° or leave the sinewave undisturbed. The 
code format which makes such a decision is 
commonly a PN sequence. That is, its spec­ 
trum resembles noise to the extent that the 
code length will allow such a representation. 
Then by measuring the time delay between the 
transmission and reception of the code sequence 
a measure of range may be obtained. The 
AMSS code length is 31 bits which corresponds
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Figure 3. PRN Range System
to an unambiguous range of 580 kilometers and 
a further description of the range extraction 
process is described in the subsystem section.
Telemetry System
The telemetry requirements are to provide 
four channels of data with one channel being 
continuous and the other three time shared. 
The maximum data rate on each time shared 
channel is one reading per channel per second. 
The modulation technique is shown in Figure 4 
where the reference channel width is three 
times that of any information channel and the 
measurement data is contained in the amplitude 
of the information channel relative to the re­ 
ference channel. Requirements on the sub- 
carrier VCO's are those of extreme linearity 
(better than 0. 1%), good stability (both long 
and short term) and the units must be economi­ 
cal throw-away components. Such units are now 
practical and played a key role in establishing 
this method as the telemetry format. The 
telemetry extraction process is described in 
more detail in the subsystem section.
Data Format
In the measurement of meteorological data 
there are a number of information bits to be 
recorded. This information appears as a
punched tape output suitable for transmission 
over standard teletype lines. Although any 
number of formats are possible, the output for­ 
mat presently utilized is shown in Figure 5.
Subsystem Design
In the previous section, the system confi­ 
guration and a few of the key functions have 
been described. Within this section a brief 
description of those blocks shown in Figure 1 
will be outlined.
Ground Transmitter
The ground transmitter is a solid state unit 
operating at a crystal controlled nominal fre­ 
quency of 403 MHz. The output power level 
varies between 5 milliwatts and 30 watts and is 
controlled by the receiver AGC. Over this out­ 
put level the transmitter must demonstrate less 
than _+ 10 nanoseconds group delay variation and 
for overall operating conditions, the group delay 
stability should be better than +_ 20 nanoseconds. 
The transmitter is FM modulated with the 64 
kHz © PN ranging data and the output is supplied 
to the ground antenna system. Many of the de­ 
sign features incorporated in the transmitter 
make use of techniques developed in related 
space programs. For example, the FM modu­ 
lator is very similar to the modulator built for
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TO PHASE 
MODULATOR
Figure 4. Telemetry Modulator
the IRLS transmitter supplied to Goddard, the 
helical coil output filter is similar to that used 
in the IRLS program and the stripline circuitry 
in the driver and power amplifier is like that 
in the Nimbus transmitter supplied to Goddard 
and the CTLI transmitter supplied to Boeing for 
the Minuteman program.
Ground Antenna
The ground antenna system consists of a 
transmit antenna operating at 403 MHz and a 
receive antenna operating at 1680 MHz, The 
transmit function associated with the ground 
antenna does not pose any significant design 
problems as the required gain is only 3 db. This 
is not true in the- case of tbe receive function 
where there are a number of conflicting require­ 
ments. Consider the antenna specifications
FORMAT HEADING
MANUAL AND AUTOMATIC
ENTRY OF STATION ID 
AND BASELINE CONDITIONS
shown in Table V. Coupled with this list is the 
desirability of maintaining a portable, lightweight 
unit that can be easily and quickly aligned. Also 
much of the tracking associated with balloon re­ 
leases results in very low elevation angles where 
the problems of ground reflections and inter­ 
ference become quite significant. To avoid 
these problems requires the use of a high gain 
antenna which generally implies large size. 
The large size requirement conflicts with the 
need for wide bandwidths to track out the dyn­ 
amics and the need for a mobile unit. Con­ 
sequently some compromises must be effected 
since an antenna system to meet all the system 
needs does not seem to be available at this 
time. For the present, a unit similar to the 
existing GMD-2 antenna was used as a guide 
since it represents a reasonable compromise 
between the existing requirements. This is 
not to imply that such a configuration is the 
best solution to the antenna problem, but it 
does represent a baseline model from which to 
operate.
4CHAR 5CHAR 4 CHAR 6 CHAR 3CHAR 3 CHAR 3 CHAR 3 CHAR
ELAPSED 
TIME
Figure 5. Output Data Format
Radiosonde
A block diagram of the radiosonde is shown 
in Figure 1 and a list of performance charac­ 
teristics is shown in Table VI. The transponder 
uses a narrow band FM superheterodyne re­ 
ceiver and a phase modulated transmitter in
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Table V. Ground Receive Antenna Specifications
Operating Frequency
Input Signal Level
Polarization
Tracking Configuration
Tracking Accuracy
Readout Resolution
Maximum Angular Velocity
Maximum Angular Acceleration
Acquisition and Tracking
Pedestal Type
Coverage
Angle Readout 
Operation 
Antenna Gain 
Operating Environment
Temperature
Humidity
Ground Wind Speed
Elevation 
Operating Power
1660-1700 MHz
-45 to -125 dbm
Vertical
Monopulse or Conscan
0.OZ degrees
0. 005 degrees
40 degrees/sec.
1. 5 degrees/sec.
Automatic
Az - El Mount
j+360 0 Azimuth
-3° to +90° Elevation
Digital
Remote and Local
24 db
-65°F to 150°F
Up to 97% indefinitely
60 mph
Sea level to 10,000 feet
Less than 3 kw of 115V, 60 Hz 
prime power
which the received frequency modulated rang­ 
ing information is translated to the downlink 
transmitted signal. The transponder signal 
levels, gains and bandwidths are based on the 
use of an inexpensive quartz crystal in the 
transponder. This quartz crystal, located in 
the transmitter voltage controlled oscillator, 
is the source of the receiver local oscillator 
signal and the transmitter downlink signal. The 
quartz crystal pays its way by permitting a 
reduction in the downlink transmitter output 
power to only 35 milliwatts while operating at 
slant ranges up to 300 kilometers. This power 
level allows a substantial savings in battery 
cost, weight, and packaging costs. As can be 
seen the functional block diagram of the radio­ 
sonde does not present any startling or new 
innovations and the real significance of the de­ 
sign is the development of a radiosonde unit 
which will economically provide the required 
outputs. Some of the more important features 
of the low cost design are:
( 1) Use of crystal oscillator as described 
above
(2) Use of highly accurate and economical 
VCO's for the telemetry subcarriers. See 
Figure 5.
(3) Design of a transponder with low group 
delay variations over the operating environment.
(4) Use of transistorized front end to pro­ 
vide system noise figures less than 7. 5 db.
!
(5) Use of a stripline filter in the final X4 
output stage to improve reproducibility and eli­ 
minate tuning controls.
i
(6) Use of low cost switching gates to pro­ 
vide the necessary channel isolation in an ac­ 
curate PAM telemetry system.
(7) Use of foam packaging to provide a shock 
resistant, thermally insulated, lightweight 
design.
(8) Design which will allow modular addition 
or elimination of functions within the radiosonde.
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TABLE VI 
RADIOSONDE CHARACTERISTICS
RECEIVER
INPUT FREQUENCY 
TYPE 
INPUT SIGNAL LEVEL
400-406 MHz
SUPERHETERODYNE FM RECEIVER
-96 TO -56 DBM
INPUT SIGNAL LEVEL W/O DAMAGE -6 DBM
NOISE FIGURE 
IF BANDWIDTH (2 j3LO) 
VIDEO BANDWIDTH (j3LO) 
TRANSMITTER 
OUTPUT FREQUENCY
OUTPUT POWER
LOCAL OSCILLATOR OUTPUT
SUBCARRIER DEVIATION 
LINEARITY
GATE SWITCH IMPEDANCES
GATE OSCILLATOR FREQUENCY 
GATE OSCILLATOR STABILITY 
GROUP DELAY VARIATION
FOR A 64 KHz TONE THE MAXI­ 
MUM GROUP DELAY VARIATION 
WITHIN THE RADIOSONDE OVER 
THE OPERATING TEMPERATURE, 
SIGNAL LEVEL, AND TIME
WEIGHT
ELECTRONICS
TOTAL PACKAGE INCLUDING 
BATTERY
MODULATION TYPE 
DEVIATION LINEARITY
8 DB MAXIMUM 
470 KHz 
125 KHz
1680 MHz NOMINAL 
1660-1700 MHz BAND 
35 MILLIWATTS 
0 DBM
0.1% OF BEST STRAIGHT LINE
ON - LESS THAN 500 OHMS
OFF - GREATER THAN 500 MEGOHMS
12 Hz
±10%
±270 NANOSECONDS
LESS THAN 2 LBS
LESS THAN 4 LBS
PM
±20% OF BEST STRAIGHT TIME
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TABLE VI 
RADIOSONDE CHARACTERISTICS (CONT)
FREQUENCY STABILITY
SHORT TERM
LONG TERM (8 HOURS) 
TELEMETRY 
CHANNELS 
FRAME RATE 
SUBCARRIER FREQUENCIES
CONTINUOUS CHANNEL
MULTIPLEXED CHANNEL 
SUBCARRIER DEVIATION
LIFE
OPERATING
STORAGE 
OPERATING ENVIRONMENT
TEMPERATURE
HUMIDITY
ALTITUDE
SHOCK (ROCKET LAUNCH)
ACCELERATION
1 PART IN 109 
6 PARTS IN 105
1 CONTINUOUS AND 3 TIME SHARED 
ONE (1) PER SECOND
10.5 KHz 
7.35 KHz 
+125 Hz MAXIMUM
4 HOURS 
1 YEAR
-70°C TO +70°C
TO 100% WITH CONDENSATION
TO 200 KILOMETERS
100 G'S OF 11 MILLISECONDS 
DURATION IN EACH MAJOR 
AXIS
200 G'S
Ground Receiver
The ground receiver is a phase lock tracking 
receiver which is used to track the downlink RF 
carrier and to convert the range and telemetry 
data to baseband. In addition to the above, the 
receiver must also provide signals proportional 
to the antenna pointing error which are in turn 
used to drive the antenna servo system. The 
receiver design to perform these functions is 
a double conversion superheterodyne receiver 
with 50 MHz and 10 MHz IF frequencies. The 
receiver will automatically acquire the carrier 
signal and the acquisition will not be affected by
the presence of the telemetry sidebands. Co­ 
herent AGC is used to maintain the IF signal to 
the phase detector constant so that loop band­ 
width is not affected by signal level. A list of 
the receiver performance characteritstics is 
shown in Table VII.
Range Extractor
The purpose of the range extractor is to 
develop an output signal which is a measure of 
the slant range to the transponder. The range 
extractor will measure relative phase shifts 
between the transmitter and received range sig-
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Table VII. Ground Receiver Characteristics
Input Frequency
Noise Figure
Input Impedance
Dynamic Range
1st IF
2nd IF
Input RF Bandwidth
Video Bandwidth
Loop Predetection Bandwidth
Carrier Loop Bandwidth (2 ftJL
Loop Acquisition Range 
Acquisition Time 
Group Delay Variations
1660-1770 MHz
8 db maximum
50 ohms
-45 dbm to -125 dbm
50 MHz
10 MHz
4 MHz
350 kHz
20 kHz
1500 Hz
+ 180 kHz
4. 0 seconds maximum
10 nanoseconds maximum
nals with the total range being displayed as the 
time interval between a START and STOP pulse. 
The ranging system selected was a PN ranging 
system in which the Range Extractor is shown 
in Figure 6. The input signal is a 64 kHz sine 
wave which has been bi-phase modulated with a 
31 bit PN code. The bit rate is 8 Kbits/sec. 
Operation of the range extractor is such that 
after acquisition the WORD DETECTOR pro­ 
vides an output pulse at some pre-set code con­ 
dition. This is then fed to a LOGIC function 
which simply creates an output pulse at the first 
64 kHz zero crossing after reception of an input 
from the WORD DETECTOR. This output is 
termed the STOP pulse which terminates the 
count in a time interval counter. Initiation of 
the counter is done by means of the START pulse 
which is generated in an identical manner to the 
STOP pulse except the acquisition and tracking 
functions are not required. As can be seen the 
demodulator consists of a CODE loop and a 
TONE loop. Operation of these two loops is as 
follows;
(1) The ground tracking receiver locks to 
the input RF carrier after which
(2) The PN generator in the CODE LOOP is 
precessed in time at a rate of about 10 PN bits 
per second
(3) When the PN sequence of the demodulator 
approaches that in the modulator a coherent 64 
kHz signal appears at the input to the phase de­ 
tector in the TONE LOOP. This is shown in the
correlation function of Figure 7. When the TONE 
LOOP locks to the 64 kHz signal the lock indica­ 
tor stops the PN precessing and indicates lock.
(4) The CODE LOOP which has a correla­ 
tion function as shown in Figure 8 will then drive 
itself so as to null out the 64 kHz component. 
Thus when the CODE LOOP has driven the PN 
generator to this state the 64 kHz signal to the 
TONE LOOP will be maximum.
As can be seen, once the acquisition process has 
been completed the operation of the system is 
identical to a tone ranging system except that 
ambiguities have been resolved by means of a 
PN code instead of the addition of tones. The 
TONE LOOP bandwidth (2/2^) is 2 Hz and acqai- 
sition time of the system is based on the code 
search time. Since the code is precessed at a 
rate of 10 bits/sec. and the code length is 31 
bits, the maximum acquisition time is 3. 1 
seconds. Zero setting of the range is straight­ 
forward. Coarse range is set in by merely 
establishing the word detector input state which 
will allow resolution to within one bit. The fine 
resolution is obtained by increasing or decreas­ 
ing the delay in the stop pulse output.
Telemetry Extractor
The purpose of the telemetry extractor is to 
develop output signals which are proportional 
to the sensor resistance values in the radiosonde. 
A block diagram of such a circuit is shown in 
Figure 9.
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ZERO SYNC 
RET SYNC 
CHAN 1 SYNC 
CHAN 2 SYNC 
CHAN 3 SYNC 
CHAN 4 SYNC
R5=R1 = R6
R8 = R9
ROC1 = 2.5SEC
BL = 520 Hz
BASEBAND INPUT
BL = 1 Hz
Q CHAN 4
Figure 9. Telemetry Extractor
The baseband input consists of two sub- 
carriers which have been frequency modulated 
with the telemetry data. The extraction system 
consists basically of a low frequency FM receiver 
which detects the subcarrier and provides a 
multiplexed output signal (a cw signal in the case 
of the continuous channel). This signal is applied 
to a phase locked loop which serves to detect the 
bit sync of the multiplexed signal. This bit sync 
drives logic circuitry to derive frame sync as 
well as gate signals to properly decommutate the 
multiplexed input and derive correction signals 
to calibrate the telemetry data.
The bandpass filters have a bandwidth of 520 
Hz (2#L) such that the signal-to-noise input into 
the discriminator will be above threshold under 
all expected conditions and the phase lock loop 
bandwidth used for sync purposes is 2. 0 Hz 
(20L).
The telemetry extractor is completely auto­ 
matic and does not require prior calibration or
manual checks throughout a radiosonde flight. 
The circuitry has been designed such that digital 
circuits and operational amplifiers are utilized
wherever possible, In this way the telemetry
extractor is readily adapted to present day inte­ 
grated circuits.
Experimental Results
During the initial phases of the AMSS pro­ 
ject a study effort was conducted to design a 
system which would meet the program objectives. 
This study was restricted primarily to a paper 
study in which a number of system trade-offs 
were analyzed and a recommended configuration 
was presented. At the conclusion of this phase 
a partial hardware development was made to 
evaluate some of the key functions in the AMSS. 
Due to program limitations it was not possible 
to implement all areas studied and it was de­ 
cided to build the necessary hardware to evalu­ 
ate just the ranging and telemetry functions. 
Those portions of the AMSS which were mechanized 
as a part of this hardware development included:
(1) Fifteen (15) complete and flyable radio­ 
sondes
(2) Phase Locked Ground Receivers ex­ 
clusive of the error channel functions
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(3) Range Modulation Generator and Range 
Extractor
(4) Telemetry Extractor
(5) Data Processor (in part)
(6) Ground Transmitter.
In the case of the ground equipment no effort 
was made to minimize size and weight although 
the functions and key circuitry were as would 
be designed in the final configuration. A large 
number of test points was included to allow 
easy alignment and to simplify the evaluation. 
For the radiosonde low cost circuitry was used 
throughout and integrated circuits were employed
where practical. It is anticipated that in any 
final design more of the radiosonde functions 
would lend themselves to such an approach re­ 
sulting in a smaller, lighter and more economical 
unit. The majority of tests were conducted in a 
laboratory environment although four flight tests 
were made using a GFE tracking antenna, sensors, 
and launch vehicles. The latter tests demonstrated 
operational performance but ranging and telemetry 
accuracies were not shown. Such would require 
more sophisticated tests than those conducted 
and consequently, the quantitative data des­ 
cribed here was that associated with the labora­ 
tory tests. A picture of the ground equipment 
is shown in Figure 10 and the radiosonde is 
shown in Figure 11. A list of some of the more 
significant test results is shown in Table VIII.
Figure 10. AMSS Ground Equipment - Breadboard System
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Figure 11. AMSS Radiosonde - Top View in Packaged Form
Figure 12. AMSS Radiosonde Showing Electronic Package
%
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Table VIII. System Test Results
Transmitter
Maximum Transmitter Output Power 
Transmitter Output Power Stability (2 hrs. ) 
Transmitter Frequency Stability (2 hrs.) 
Controlled Output Power Range
Acquisition
Acquisition Time, Measured at minimum 
expected input level
Range Tests
Maximum Offset vs Transmit Power Output
Range Instability (2 hrs.)
Range Bias Error vs Signal Level
Range Noise Error (@ min. expected signal)
Zero Set Resolution
Zero Set Range
Effects of Transmitter Power and Telemetry 
Subcarriers on Output Range Reading
Range Shift vs Radiosonde Input Level*
Range Shift vs Radiosonde Temperature Variation5*
Telemetry Tests
Accuracy ""*
Within 10 db of threshold
At threshold
Telemetry Readout Resolution 
Telemetry Instability (2 hrs. )
27. 8 watts 
200 mw variation 
300 Hz variation 
5 mw to 27. 8 watts
8 sec. average 
15 sec. maximum
7.3 feet
9. 8 feet
7. 3 feet
13. 5 feet rms
4. 9 feet
350 miles
None observed
27 feet peak to peak 
85 feet peak to peak
0.15% rms 
0. 25% rms 
+0.02% 
0. 13%
Average of fifteen (15) different radiosondes.
£ 
Based on forty (40) different measurements in which clock and subcarrier
frequencies were varied as were the channel levels.
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